
Fortuitiously for our research, one of
these communities at the time of this
study was grappling with the disappear-
ance of broadband service, while the
other was just introducing it. A group of
community volunteers brought broad-
band to Churchill in 2003, after having
introduced dial-up internet access in
1996. In May 2005, financial and
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technical issues forced the community-
based internet provider to close. For five
months, Churchill business owners and
residents only had access to dial-up
internet.

In Parrsboro, broadband services
were obtained through the Broadband
for Rural and Northern Development
program of Industry Canada. The Town
of Parrsboro and the local Cumberland
Regional Economic Development
Agency collaborated to bring the local
telephone company’s broadband service
into the community in November 2004.

Within this short period of access,
we discovered, the vast majority of
businesses and community organiza-
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communities. As such, the community is
a hub for medical and transportation
services and tourism. In the course of
our research we contacted 28 businesses
and community organizations – 52% of
the community’s total.

Seven businesses reported conduct-
ing $769,000 in gross sales over the
internet in the previous 12 months. To
one business owner, broadband was so
important that he sought a private
connection after the local service
collapsed.“Broadband allows us to
remain competitive in the market place,
especially with other tour-oriented
companies,” he said.“Approximately 70%
of our sales are conducted via the

Faced with issues such as
remote locations and declining
populations, rural and northern
communities are seeking
innovative means to address local
development issues. Broadband
(or“high-speed”) internet is an
increasingly attractive option for
connecting to and participating
in regional, national, and
international economies. But
how important is it?

Brandon University’s Rural
Development Institute, in
partnership with researchers
from Dalhousie University,
Mount Allison University, and
Strategic Networks Group
documented the local economic
impact of broadband connection
in Churchill, Manitoba and
Parrsboro, Nova Scotia. In
particular, we examined how
broadband affected business
revenue, community
employment, and business
expenses through a series of
interviews with businesses and
organizations.
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tions in both towns came to rely on
broadband to varying degrees for
research, selling goods and services,
purchasing goods and services, advertis-
ing, document transfer, and promotion.
In fact, in their perception, it had become
integral to the local economy.

Approximately 1,000 kilometres north of
Winnipeg by air, Churchill (population
963) is one of Manitoba’s northernmost

Churchill

internet. Five years ago, less than 5% of
sales were conducted through the
internet.” One business suffered a loss of
$4,200 in sales on account of the loss of
broadband.

Respondents also reported significant
savings in business costs due to
broadband access. Broadband, and the
ability to make full use of the internet,
reduced the amount of printed promo-
tional material and saved costs in the
associated postage. Two businesses
attributed a total savings of $32,000

Decisions to invest in broadband infrastructure are made easier
when its costs & benefits can be assessed in terms of sales, employ-
ment, & cost savings, as this study demonstrates. This information is
important to community leaders, such as town councillors & business
owners. But it is also important to government.



directly to broadband access. One
reported how they“no longer printed
the catalogues and instead rely solely on
our website. Our wholesalers are now
using our on-line catalogue to deter-
mine their purchases.”

Three businesses indicated that
broadband supported or enabled them
to retain 2.7 full-time equivalent (FTE)
jobs in travel and tourism, computer
support, and administration. When
Churchill lost access to broadband,
three businesses reported outsourcing to
Winnipeg 4.0 FTE jobs that required
high-speed access to operate reservation
programs, mapping software, and quick
file transference. (That total of 6.7 FTE

difficult to quantify because the service
had only been in place for nine months.
Nevertheless, three businesses attrib-
uted a total of $43,100 in revenue to
internet sales and reservations in that
time. Business owners described how
they are now able to bank on-line, to
increase their office productivity
through e-mail, downloading, and
program updates, and to gain access to
new markets.

They also anticipate that broadband
will have a greater impact in the near
future. In the words of one business
owner,“Without any hesitation,
broadband has allowed us to continue
to exist. If we didn’t have broadband, we

complex to be sent via e-mail on dial-up.
We are now able to have instant access.”

In terms of employment repercus-
sions, four respondents reported that a
total of 0.5 FTE jobs were retained in
Parrsboro as a result of broadband
service, representing a total of $13,000 in
earned income. Broadband also enabled
one business to hire a graphic design
contracter from outside the community
(an economic value of approximately
$5,000). These estimates pale beside a
report from the town’s largest employer,
who claimed that it would have had to
move had broadband not been made
available – a loss of 140 FTE jobs.
(Some businesses indicated a negative
consequence of broadband connectivity.
Often this was due to the necessity to
upgrade computer equipment and
software to take better advantage of the
service.)

Community leaders and businesses
owners in both Parrsborro and
Churchill repeatedly stated that the
introduction of broadband had been a
positive experience and that they
supported future investments in
broadening access to broadband.

Business owners used broadband to
make day-to-day operations easier,
reduce costs, reach new customers, and
generate new revenues. Businesses are
able to reach new customers, increase
sales, reduce time-to-market, as well as
improve co-ordination with suppliers
and customers. Organizations in general,
which included public institutions such
as government offices and museums,
reported that customer service improved
and that there was a lot of potential
improvement for employee training
using broadband.

Business owners in both communi-
ties noted that they were able to
maintain jobs because high-speed access
provided a more“level playing field” and
allowed rural-based business to remain
competitive. The critical impact that
came through all of the research was
that of job and company retention,
rather than job creation.
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Conclusion & Postscript
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positions represented approximately
$292,946 in earned income. Such a loss
in a community with 590 people
employed is the equivalent to Ottawa
losing 5,638 jobs. ) Two businesses also
estimated that a re-introduction of
broadband in Churchill would create two
FTE jobs, one in IT personnel/system
administration and another in website
development.

Fishing, lumber, and mining are the main
sources of employment in Parrsboro
(population 1,529), situated in Nova
Scotia’s northwest. Many businesses
found the revenue impacts of broadband
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Parrsboro

would not be able to compete with other
manufacturers.”

The businesses of Parrsboro found
that broadband saved them money
through reduced travel, lower postage
expenses, and access to new markets.
On-line training sessions and online
markets also reduced travel time for
employees. (Two businesses claimed to
have saved a combined total of $22,000.)
More efficient information sharing was
an advantage cited by one business
owner.“Broadband has allowed us to
connect our server to our satellite office
in a different community,” he reported.
“Prior to broadband, documents had to
be physically transported to Parrsboro as
the documents were too large and
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Business owners in both communities noted that they were able to
maintain jobs because high-speed access provided a more “level
playing field” & allowed rural based business to remain competitive.
The critical impact that came through all of the research was that
of job & company retention, rather than job creation.



Business owners and managers in
both Churchill and Parrsboro clearly
articulated that broadband infrastructure
had quickly become essential to the
sustainability of their business, and in
turn their community as a whole. The
loss of broadband within Churchill had
an immediate tangible negative impact,
whereas access to broadband in
Parrsboro had an immediate positive
impact to the community.

Decisions to invest in broadband
infrastructure are made easier when its
costs and benefits can be assessed in
terms of sales, employment, and cost
savings, as this study demonstrates. This
information is important to community
leaders, such as town councillors and
business owners. But it is also important
to government. Involvement by all levels
of government, through programs and
partnerships with the private sector, is
critical to gaining and sustaining this
connectivity. For rural and northern
communities to be competitive in the
marketplace and retain jobs, government

policies need to support activities that
promote broadband development.

Since the completion of this research,
Churchill has once again connected to
broadband. After strong lobbying from
the town’s residents and businesses,
Manitoba Telecom Service began
providing broadband service in partner-
ship with Manitoba Hydro and The
Town of Churchill. Access to high-speed
internet has become vital to the growth
and development of our remote commu-
nities. As Churchill Mayor Michael
Spence observed,“Being without high
speed internet really hit home that
internet technology has become com-
pletely integrated into our daily lives, and
living without it has been extremely
difficult.”
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